Renal Trauma
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Search Strategy:

1 exp *kidney injury/ (48174)
2 exp *Acute Kidney Injury/ (68797)
3 ((kidney or kidneys or renal) adj (trauma* or injur* or lesion* or rupture* or laceration* or avulsion* or contusion* or damage*)).ab. (119688)
4 ((kidney or kidneys or renal) and (trauma* or injur* or lesion* or rupture* or laceration* or avulsion* or contusion* or damage*)).ti. (71704)
5 or/1-4 (190485)
6 (exp animals/ or exp animal/ or exp nonhuman/ or exp animal experiment/ or animal model/ or animal tissue/ or non human/ or (rat or rats or mice or mouse or swine or porcine or murine or sheep or lambs or pigs or piglets or rabbit or rabbits or cat or cats or dog or dogs or cattle or bovine or monkey or monkeys or trout or marmoset$. Or basic research or cell lines or in vitro or animal model or canine).tw.) not (humans/ or human/ or human experiment/ or (human* or men or women or patients or subjects).tw.) (10793283)
7 (child/ or Pediatrics/ or Adolescent/ or Infant/ or adolescence/ or newborn/ or (babies or baby or babies or child or children or pediatric* or paediatric* or paediatric* or infant* or infancy or neonat* or newborn* or new born* or kid or kids or adolescent* or preschool or pre-school or toddler*).tw.) not (adult/ or aged/ or (aged or adult* or elder* or senior* or men or women).tw.) (4306832)
8 conference abstract.pt. or Congresses as Topic/ or Conference Review.pt. or "Journal: Conference Abstract".pt. (4039713)
9 note/ or editorial/ or letter/ or Comment/ or news/ or (note or editorial or letter or Comment or news).pt. (4604320)
10 case report/ or case reports/ or (case report or case series).ti. (4645998)
11 or/6-10 (25601884)
12 5 not 11 (89203)
13 limit 12 to yr="2019 -Current" (10001)
14 limit 13 to english language [Limit not valid in CDSR; records were retained] (9582)
15 imaging.tw. or (diagnostic or diagnosis or radiolog*).ti. (3007016)
16 radiology/ or radiography/ or X ray/ or X-Rays/ (670620)
17 incidence/ or (incidence* or prevalence*).ti. (1074246)
18 Risk factors/ or (risk or risk factor*).ti. (2203622)
19 (therap* or treat* or strateg* or manag*).ti. (6140023)
20 exp nephrectomy/ or nephrectom*.tw. (125149)
Ureteral Trauma

Database: OVID Medline Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, Ovid MEDLINE(R) Daily and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to Present, Embase <1974 to 2020 April 07>, EBM Reviews - Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials <February 2020>, EBM Reviews - Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews <2005 to April 01, 2020>

Search Strategy:

1 exp ureter injury/ (3673)
2 ureter/ and (blunt trauma/ or penetrating trauma/ or laceration/ or "Wounds and Injuries"/ or Lacerations/) (590)
3 ((ureter or ureters or ureteral) adj4 (trauma* or injur* or lesion* or rupture* or laceration* or avulsion* or contusion* or damage* or disruption*)).tw. (7831)
4 or/1-3 (9821)
5 (exp animals/ or exp animal/ or exp nonhuman/ or exp animal experiment/ or animal model/ or animal tissue/ or non human/ or (rat or rats or mice or mouse or swine or porcine or murine or sheep or lambs or pigs or piglets or rabbit or rabbits or cat or cats or dog or dogs or cattle or bovine or monkey or monkeys or trout or marmoset$ or basic research or cell lines or in vitro or animal model or canine).tw.) not (humans/ or human/ or human experiment/ or (human* or men or women or patients or subjects).tw.) (10793283)
6 (child/ or Pediatrics/ or Adolescent/ or Infant/ or adolescence/ or newborn/ or (baby or babies or child or children or pediatric* or paediatric* or infant* or infancy or neonat* or newborn*
Bladder Trauma

Database: OVID Medline Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations, Ovid MEDLINE(R) Daily and Ovid MEDLINE(R) 1946 to Present, Embase <1974 to 2020 April 09>, EBM Reviews - Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials <February 2020>, EBM Reviews - Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews <2005 to April 01, 2020>

Search Strategy:

1  exp bladder injury/ (4761)
2  bladder/ and (blunt trauma/ or penetrating trauma/ or laceration/ or "Wounds and Injuries"/ or Lacerations/) (1347)
3  (bladder adj3 (trauma* or injur* or lesion* or rupture* or laceration* or avulsion* or contusion* or damage*)).tw,kw. (13370)
4  or/1-3 (16442)
5  (exp animals/ or exp animal/ or exp nonhuman/ or exp animal experiment/ or animal model/ or animal tissue/ or non human/ or (rat or rats or mice or mouse or swine or porcine or murine or sheep or lambs or pigs or piglets or rabbit or rabbits or cat or cats or dog or dogs or cattle or bovine or...
monkey or monkeys or trout or marmoset$1 or basic research or cell lines or in vitro or animal model or canine).tw. not (humans/ or human/ or human experiment/ or (human* or men or women or patients or subjects).tw.) (10797940)
6 (child/ or Pediatrics/ or Adolescent/ or Infant/ or adolescence/ or newborn/ or (baby or babies or child or children or pediatric* or paediatric* or peadiatric* or infant* or infancy or neonat* or newborn* or new born* or kid or kids or adolescence* or preschool or pre-school or toddler*).tw. not (adult/ or aged/ or (aged or adult* or elder* or senior* or men or women).tw.) (4308083)
7 conference abstract.pt. or Congresses as Topic/ or Conference Review.pt. or "Journal: Conference Abstract".pt. (4043684)
8 note/ or editorial/ or letter/ or Comment/ or news/ or (note or editorial or letter or Comment or news).pt. (4605664)
9 case report/ or case reports/ or (case report or case series).ti. (4648194)
10 or/5-9 (25613807)
11 4 not 10 (8653)
12 limit 11 to yr="2019 -Current" (569)
13 limit 12 to english language [Limit not valid in CDSR; records were retained] (535)
14 imaging.tw. or (diagnostic or diagnosis or radiolog*).ti. (3009256)
15 Diagnostic imaging/ (220591)
16 incidence/ or (incidence* or prevalence*).ti. (1075046)
17 etiology/ or etiolog*.tw,kw. (925628)
18 Risk factors/ or (risk or risk*).ti. (2267493)
19 (therap* or treat* or strateg* or manag* or intervention* or random* or controlled).tw,kw. (22465226)
20 (surger* or surgical or operat* or resect* or incis*).tw,kw. (6384840)
21 (Systematic review or meta-analysis).tw. (560524)
22 or/14-21 (28806842)
23 13 and 22 (477)
24 23 and 2020*.ep. use ppez (23)
25 23 and (201905* or 201906* or 201907* or 201908* or 201909* or 201910* or 201911* or 201912* or 2020*).dc. use omez (196)
26 23 and (201905* or 201906* or 201907* or 201908* or 201909* or 201910* or 201911* or 201912* or 2020*).dt. use ppez (103)
27 limit 23 to yr="2019 -current" use cctr (13)
28 limit 23 to yr="2019 -current" use coch (14)
29 or/24-28 (326)
30 remove duplicates from 29 (244)

***************
Urethral Trauma
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Search Strategy:

1. exp *urethra injury/ (1112)
2. urethra/ and (blunt trauma/ or penetrating trauma/ or laceration/ or "Wounds and Injuries"/ or Lacerations/) (698)
3. ((urethra* or lower urinary tract or LUT) adj3 (trauma* or injur* or lesion* or rupture* or laceration* or avulsion* or contusion* or damage*)).tw. (6781)
4. exp *urethra stricture/ or (Urethra* adj3 (stenosis or stricture or stenosis or narrow* or disruption*)).tw. (14556)
5. or/1-4 (20401)
6. (exp animals/ or exp animal/ or exp nonhuman/ or exp animal experiment/ or animal model/ or animal tissue/ or non human/ or (rat or rats or mice or mouse or swine or porcine or murine or sheep or lambs or pigs or piglets or rabbit or rabbits or cat or cats or dog or dogs or cattle or bovine or monkey or monkeys or trout or marmoset$1 or basic research or cell lines or in vitro or animal model or canine).tw.) not (humans/ or human/ or human experiment/ or (human* or men or women or patients or subjects).tw.) (10797940)
7. (child/ or Pediatrics/ or Adolescent/ or Infant/ or adolescence/ or newborn/ or (baby or babies or child or children or pediatric* or paediatric* or paediatric* or infant* or infancy or neonat* or newborn* or new born* or kid or kids or adolescence* or preschool or pre-school or toddler*).tw.) not (adult/ or aged/ or (aged or adult* or elder* or senior* or men or women).tw.) (4308083)
8. conference abstract.pt. or Congresses as Topic/ or Conference Review.pt. or "Journal: Conference Abstract".pt. (4043684)
9. note/ or editorial/ or letter/ or Comment/ or news/ or (note or editorial or letter or Comment or news).pt. (4605664)
10. case report/ or case reports/ or (case report or case series).ti. (4648194)
11. or/6-10 (25613807)
12. 5 not 11 (11366)
13. limit 12 to yr="2019 -Current" (687)
14. limit 13 to english language [Limit not valid in CDSR; records were retained] (626)
15. 14 and 2020*.ep. use ppez (39)
16. 14 and (201904* or 201905* or 201906* or 201907* or 201908* or 201909* or 201910* or 201911* or 201912* or 2020*).dc. use oemezd (250)
17. 14 and (201904* or 201905* or 201906* or 201907* or 201908* or 201909* or 201910* or 201911* or 201912* or 2020*).dt. use ppez (228)
Genital Trauma
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Search Strategy:

1. exp *genital injury/ (2817)
2. (penis/ or testis/ or vagina/) and (blunt trauma/ or penetrating trauma/ or laceration/ or "Wounds and Injuries"/ or Laceration/).tw, kw. (1306)
3. ((Genital or genitilia or penis or penile or scrotal or testis or testes or testicle or testicles or testicular or testic or vagina*) adj3 (trauma* or injur* or lesion* or rupture* or laceration* or avulsion* or contusion* or damage*).tw,kw). (24720)
4. ((penile or penis or cavernous or cavernosum) adj2 (fracture* or rupture*).tw,kw. (1327)
5. or/1-4 (27336)
6. (exp animals/ or exp animal/ or exp nonhuman/ or exp animal experiment/ or animal model/ or animal tissue/ or non human/ or (rat or rats or mice or mouse or swine or porcine or murine or sheep or lambs or pigs or rabbit or rabbits or cat or cats or dog or dogs or cattle or bovine or monkey or monkeys or trout or marmoset$1 or basic research or cell lines or in vitro or animal model or canine).tw.) not (humans/ or human/ or human experiment/ or (human* or men or women or patients or subjects).tw.) (10797940)
7. (child/ or Pediatrics/ or Adolescent/ or Infant/ or adolescence/ or newborn/ or (baby or babies or child or children or pediatric* or paediatric* or peadiatric* or infant* or infancy or neonat* or newborn* or new born* or kid or kids or adolescen* or preschool or pre-school or toddler*).tw.) not (adult/ or aged/ or (aged or adult* or elder* or senior* or men or women).tw.) (4308083)
8. conference abstract.pt. or Congresses as Topic/ or Conference Review.pt. or "Journal: Conference Abstract".pt. (4043684)
9. note/ or editorial/ or letter/ or Comment/ or news/ or (note or editorial or letter or Comment or news).pt. (4605664)
10. case report/ or case reports/ or (case report or case series).ti. (4648194)
11. or/6-10 (25613807)
12. 5 not 11 (11775)
13 limit 12 to yr="2019 -Current" (814)
14 limit 13 to english language [Limit not valid in CDSR; records were retained] (772)
15 14 and 2020*.ep. use ppez (50)
16 14 and (201905* or 201906* or 201907* or 201908* or 201909* or 201910* or 201911* or 201912* or 2020*).dc. use oemezd (284)
17 14 and (201905* or 201906* or 201907* or 201908* or 201909* or 201910* or 201911* or 201912* or 2020*).dt. use ppez (258)
18 limit 14 to yr="2019 -current" use cctr (20)
19 limit 14 to yr="2019 -current" use coch (8)
20 14 and 2020*.dp. (148)
21 or/15-20 (580)
22 remove duplicates from 21 (395)
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